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Abstract 
A model of a stage-structured population with fixed maturity time for the immature stage and interaction terms 
that may be interpreted as cooperation or cannibalism is proposed. The existence and stability of the equilibrium set 
are discussed. In the case of cannibalism, it is shown by a numerical example how a Hopf bifurcation could result in 
a stable periodic solution. 
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1. Introduction and model equations 
We propose a model of a single-species population with stage structure consisting of 
immature and mature stages as the following system of retarded functional differential 
equations: 
i 
i-(t) = --yx(t) - ay(t - 5-)ePy7 + cry(t) + cry, (l.la) 
i(t) = czy(t - 7)ePy7 - py’(t) + dx(t)y(t), (l.lb) 
where x and y denote the concentration of immature and mature populations, respectively. 
The model is derived under the following assumptions. 
(Hl) The birth rate into the immature population is proportional to the existing mature 
population with a proportionality constant cr > 0 (cf. the term ay(t) in (l.la)). 
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(H2) The death rate of the immature population is proportional to the existing immature 
population with a proportionality constant y > 0 (cf. the term - yx(t) in (l.la>). 
(H3) The death rate of the mature population is of a logistic nature, i.e., it is proportional to 
the square of the population with a proportionality constant p > 0 (cf. the term -py2(t) in 
(Lib)). 
(H4) The length of time from birth to maturity is a constant G- > 0. Those immature 
individuals born at time t - 7 and surviving to time t, namely ay(t - r)e-y’, exit from the 
immature population and enter into the mature population. 
(H5) The immature and the mature populations interact with each other in a bilinear fashion 
(cf. the term cx(t)y(t) in (l.la) and the term &(t)y(t> in (l.lb)). 
The case when c and d are both zero was studied in [l]. In that case, (l.lb) contains no x 
terms and is a scalar retarded functional differential equation with a positive feedback delay 
term. Hence it defines an eventually strongly monotone semiflow (cf. [El). When c = d = 0, 
there are two equilibria: y = 0 and y = y* = cyepY7/P for (l.lb), and, using the characteristic 
equation, it is easily seen that y = 0 is unstable and y = y* is asymptotically stable. Therefore, 
by applying [ll, Theorem 10.31, we conclude that y(t) +y* as t + to, provided y(t) 2 0 is not 
identically zero on [ -7, 01. Moreover, on solving (l.la), one obtains 
x(t) = e- y’[ x(0) - aPP(B)eye do] + ue-y’[_~(B)ey’ do, 
from which it follows that x(t) + cr(l - e-Y’)y*/y as t + m. Hence, solutions (x(t), y(t)) of 
(1.1) converge to the (unique) positive equilibrium E* = (x*, y*) = (cr(1 - e-Y’)y*/y, y*>. 
In the cases where c # 0 and d # 0, the net effects of the two stages on each other are given 
by the signs of c and d. In the case c > 0, d > 0, there is a net effect of cooperation between 
immatures and adults in the population. Intrinsically, this is what one would expect in many 
cases in nature, although this seems not be treated in the modelling literature. 
The case where c < 0, d > 0 may be thought of as a first approximation to modelling 
cannibalism. Models of cannibalism (mostly egg cannibalism) have been considered in the 
literature (see [4,6,9,10,14]). However, the above-mentioned papers mostly contain models more 
simplistic than the one considered here. 
The main purpose of this paper is to discuss the structure of the equilibrium point set, the 
local stability of each equilibrium and the existence of Hopf bifurcation for system (1.1). In 
Section 2, we consider the cannibalism case, i.e., c < 0, d > 0. It will be shown that infinitely 
many nonconstant periodic solutions bifurcate from the unique positive equilibrium point when 
(Y, p, c, y and 7 are kept fixed and d increases unboundedly, through a sequence of Hopf 
bifurcations. Also a numerical example is presented which shows that the first Hopf bifurcation 
is supercritical and a stable periodic solution is bifurcated from the positive equilibrium as the 
latter loses its stability. The case of cooperation, i.e., c, d > 0, is considered in Section 3. We 
will demonstrate how the number of positive equilibria undergoes a series of changes from 0 to 
2 when three parameters (determined explicitly by the coefficients of (1.1)) vary. Stability 
analysis in some typical cases are also carried out and it shows that a Hopf bifurcation is 
unlikely. Proofs of the main results in Sections 2 and 3 are postponed to Appendices A and B, 
respectively. Finally, a discussion of our results is given in Section 4. 
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We emphasize that the models considered here are only first approximations to modelling 
cooperation and cannibalism in populations with stage structure, i.e., time delays in the 
cooperation or cannibalistic effects are ignored and the effects of cooperation and cannibalism 
on survivability to maturity are not taken into account. 
2. The case of cannibalism 
In this section, we consider the case when c < 0 and d > 0 in (1.1). For convenience of 
notation, we will rewrite (1.1) as 
i 
x(t) = -yx(t) -c~y(t-r)ePY’+ay(t) -cx(t)y(t), 
j(t) = ay(t - 5-)emy’ -By”(t) + dx(t)y(t), 
(2.1) 
and keep c > 0. 
Let i = (x’, 5) denote a nonnegative equilibrium point of (2.11, i.e., i, j 2 0. Then (i, y’) 
must satisfy the algebraic equations 
--yx - aye -y7 + cry - cxy = 0, aye P”-py2+&y =o. (2.2) 
Clearly, E, = (0, 0) is an equilibrium and there are no other equilibria lying on the x- nor on 
the y-axis. 
To find the other positive equilibria, i.e., i:, y’ > 0, we factor out y from the second equation 
of (2.2) and rewrite the equations in (2.2) as 
y = d, + Ye-Y, YX 
P P ’ 
Y= 
a(1 - ePYT) - cx ’ (2.3) 
Denote the graphs of these two functions by rl and r,, respectively. 
For 0 <x < a(1 - ePYT>/c, we have 
YX 
(~(1 - eeY’) - cx 
> 0, 
d 
-[ 
YX 1 
‘~y(l - ePY’) 
dx (~(1 - ePYT) - cx = (a(1 - e-Y’> - cx)’ 
>o 
and 
d2 
[ 
YX 1 
2cyyc(l - ePYT) 
dx2 (~(1 - ePy7) - cx = (a(1 - e-77) - cx)” 
> 0. 
Thus, r2 is a continuous, concave (upwards) curve and increases monotonically from 0 to +w 
as x increases from 0 to cr(l - ePYT>/c. On the other hand, rl is a horizontal (respectively 
decreasing, respectively increasing) line, depending on whether d is zero (respectively negative, 
respectively positive) (see Fig. 1). Hence, r, and r, have one and only one intersection in the 
positive quadrant of the x-y-plane. Consequently, (2.1) has a unique positive equilibrium 
E* = (x*, y*>. 
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Yb 
Fig. 1. LY = 1, p = 1, c = 1, d = 1, y = $ and r = 1. 
In fact, from the second equation of (2.31, we have 
x* = 
(~(1 - ePrr)y* 
y+cy* * 
Substituting this into the first equation of (2.3), one obtains 
PcY*~ = yaePy’ + [ caemy7 - Pr + da(1 - ePYT)] y”. 
By solving this quadratic equation in y*, it follows that the positive equilibrium E* can be 
expressed explicitly in terms of the coefficients of (2.1) as follows: 
(2.4) 
where 
8 = $ [ caeeyT - Py + &(l - eey’)]. P-5) 
For later purposes (see Lemma A.l), we also observe that 8 = (~(1 - e-YT)d/(Pc) + o(d), 
y* = a(1 - e-y’)d/(pc) + o(d) and x* = a(1 - ePY7>/c + o(l), as d tends to +w. 
To determine the local stability of the equilibria E, and E*, we linearized (2.1) about 
,!? = (x’, y’) (E may be E, or E*): 
i 
X(t)= -(y+cy)X(t)--Y(t-7)e-Y’+aY(t)-c_CY(t), 
Y(t) = &X(t) + (YY( t - r)ePy7 - 2/3y’Y( t) + &Y(t). 
The corresponding characteristic equation (in the unknown A) is 
li+y+cy --a+ae -(A+Yb + cf 
det = 
-dy’ A + 2pjj - ae-(A+Y)T - g 
0, 
that is, 
A2 +AA + B = De-“‘(A + F), (2.6) 
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where 
Ll=7+cj7+2p9-&!?, B = (y + cj9(2/3j - ~7%) +&(ci -a), 
D = ae-yr, F=y+@--9. 
For (x’, $1 = E,, we have the following theorem. 
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(2.7) 
Theorem 2.1. The equilibrium point E, = (0, 0) is unstable. 
This result can be easily verified. In fact, for ,!? = E,, (2.6) reduces to 
A2 + yh = ae-(“+Y)7(A + 7) or (A + y)(A - ae-(“+y)7) = 0. 
Obviously, A = -y is a negative solution of (A.l). It is also easily seen that there exists a 
positive real number A, such that A = A, satisfies A = cue p(hty)T Therefore E, is unstable. . 
To determine the local stability of the positive equilibrium E*, we let A = u + iu, u, u E R, 
and rewrite (2.6) (with (x”, y*) replacing (i, 9)) in terms of its real and imaginary parts as 
i 
u* - v* +Au + B = De-“[(u + F)cos(v~) + v sin(ur)], 
2uv + Au = De-” [v cos(u7) - (u + F)sin(ur)] . (2.8) 
When u = 0, (2.8) reduces to 
( 
-v2+B=D[Fcos(v~)+v sin(vr)], 
Av=D[v cos(v~)-F sin(vr)]. (2.9) 
It follows by taking the sum of squares that 
(B-v2)*+A2v2=D2[F2+v2] 
or 
u4 + (A2 - 2B - D*)v* + B2 - D*F* = 0. (2.10) 
Therefore, A = iv is a pure imaginary root of (2.6) if and only if u solves the system of 
equations 
u4 + (A* - 2B - D*)v* + B2 - D*F* = 0, Au = D[ v cos( UT) - F sin( vr)] . (2.11) 
For the remainder of this section, it is useful to consider the parameters (Y, p, c, y and r as 
fixed and use d as a bifurcation parameter. It will be shown in Appendix A that when d = 0, all 
the roots A of the characteristic equation (2.6) have negative real parts; and that for d 
sufficiently small, (2.10) has no real root u. Therefore, for sufficiently small d, (2.6) has no 
solution with nonnegative real part. This implies the following. 
Theorem 2.2. There exists a constant d, = d&a, p, y, c, r) > 0 such that for 0 G d < d,, the 
corresponding positive equilibrium E* is (locally) asymptotically stable. 
We will also show in Appendix A that, provided T is small enough, for certain large (positive) 
values of d, the characteristic equation (2.6) has a pair of purely imaginary roots. This then 
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leads to a Hopf bifurcation of nonconstant positive periodic solutions of (2.1) bifurcating from 
the positive equilibrium E”. The precise statement can be formulated as follows. 
Theorem 2.3. Assume that 0 G r < ln(2)/y. Then there exists an unbounded sequence of positive 
numbers d, <d, < *. . < dj < . . . such that the characteristic equation (2.6) at d = dj, j = 
1, 2,..., has a pair of purely imaginary roots f iu(d,) such that (u(dj) - Gdj>/dj -+ 0 as j + ~0. 
Here 6 is a positiue constant defined by 
62= k $ 2(1 -e-YT) 
i 1 
X [(p + c)‘(l - epYT) + 2pc(2e-Y’ - 1 )I’+ 4(p~)~(l - e-Y’)(3e-Y’- 1))1’2 
- [ (/3 + c)“(l - eeYT) + 2/3c(2epY’ - l)]}. 
(2.12) 
In addition, for each j, there exist two sequences of positive numbers Id;}:= 1 and {v~}~=, and a 
sequence of positive (2n/u,p)-periodic solutions {(x,!(t), y,!Yt>)}z+ of (2.1) with d = dy such that 
dy + dj and u,!’ + u(dj) as n + ~0. 
As a numerical example, we fix cr = p = c = r = 1, y = $ and use d 2 0 as a bifurcation 
parameter. By solving the first equation in (2.11) for u in terms of d, we get u(d). Substituting 
this u(d) into the second equation in (2.11) for u, we obtain one equation in the unknown d. 
Using MAPLE (a symbolic/algebraic manipulation language), it is discovered that d* = 
4.564 100 754 is the first positive root of this equation. Hence d” is the parameter value at 
which the first Hopf bifurcation from the equilibrium E” occurs. Moreover, it is also found 
that E” = (0.192 184952, 1.655 952267) at d = d*. 
Feeding the above information into Hassard’s BIFDD program for Hopf bifurcation of delay 
equations, we obtain p2 = 1.380956858, r2 = 5.70141118, p2 = - 0.448 583 767 7, Re(c,(O)) = 
- 0.224 291838 and Im(c,(O>) = - 5.108 486 717. (See [8] for the meaning of these values.) Thus, 
we have a supercritical Hopf bifurcation at d = d* and the bifurcated periodic solutions are 
stable. Also, BIFDD tells us that there are two eigenvalues crossing the imaginary axis and the 
remaining eigenvalues have negative real parts. 
As a further check, we use a delay equation solver supplied by Paul Waltman and solve (2.1) 
with d = 4.6 and the initial conditions x(O) = 0.2 and y(8) = 2.0 for - 1 G 0 < 0. The result is 
given in Fig. 2, which shows that there is a periodic solution. 
0.01 
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 ( 5 
X = Immature 
Fig. 2. (Y = 1, p = 1, c = 1, d = 4.6, 7 = i and 7 = 1. 
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3. The case of cooperation 
In this section, we will consider the case when c > 0 in (l.l), i.e., 
i 
i(t) = -yx(t) - ay(t - 7)ewy7 + ay(t) + cx(t)y(t), 
j(t) =ay(t -7)epY’-py2(t) +a!x(t)y(t), 
where c > 0 and d > 0. 
(3.1) 
Clearly, E, = (0, 0) is an equilibrium of (3.1) and there are no other nonnegative equilibria 
on the x- nor y-axis other than E,. Let E* = (x*, y*> denote a positive equilibrium of (3.1). 
Then, 
- yx* - a!y*e-y7 + cry* + cx*y* = 0, cue-y7 - py* + dx* = 0. (3 -2) 
First, we state a result on the number of positive equilibrium points of (3.1). Its proof is given 
in Appendix B. 
Theorem 3.1. Let 
p= Pr-ad 
PC 
+ “(c+d)e-YT-2 
PC 
and if p > 0, define 
41=p+2 
CrY 
i--- 
-e -YT _ 
PC di P P+4 
Then (cf. Figs. 3 and 41, 
Fig. 3. If p = 0, then q1 = q2 = 2{(aye-~‘>/(~c))‘~*. 
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One positive 
equilibrium 
q, 
Fig. 4. If p > 0, then qz > ql. 
(i) if p < 0, then (3.1) has no positive equilibrium; 
(ii) ifp = 0 and q1 > 2cxe -y7/p, (3.1) has onepositive equilibrium; ifp = 0 and q1 G 2ae-Y’/P, 
(3.1) has no positive equilibrium; 
(iii) ifp > 0 and q1 > 2oe-yT/p, (3.1) h as t wo positive equilibria; if p > 0 and q1 G 2cxe_Y’/P 
< q2, (3.1) has one positive equilibrium; and if p > 0 and qz G 2ae-Y’/& (3.1) has no positive 
equilibrium. 
For T is sufficiently large, we have the following observation. 
Remark 3.2. If Py > cud, then for sufficiently large T we have p > 0 and, as T + 03, 
41 4oy/(Pc) - = 
e-YT 
p + 2\laye -V(Pc) + JP( P + 4Jwe-Y’/W ) 
4oy/(Pc) 2o 2o 
+ 2(Py - ad)/(@c) = p -cud/y > 7’ 
so that q1 > 2ae -yT//?. Therefore, (3.1) has two positive equilibria. 
Similarly, if Py < ad and T is sufficiently large, then p < 0 and hence (3.1) has no positive 
equilibrium. 
For 7 > 0 sufficiently small, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.3. If By > oc, then for T > 0 sufficiently small, (3.1) has two positive equilibria. Zf 
p y < (YC and 7 > 0 is sufficiently small, (3.1) has no positive equilibrium. 
We now consider the stability of the equilibria. The linearization of (3.1) at an equilibrium 
point 2 = (2, 9) is given by 
~(t)=[C~-y]X(t)+[a+C~]Y(t)-ae-Y’Y(t-T), 
I’(t) =dFX(t) + [a!?-2pF]Y(t) +aeeYTY(t -T). 
(3.4) 
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The associated characteristic equation is - (CK + ci) + ae-YTe-h7 
that is, 
AZ- [+2pj+++]A+ [cj+][&2@9] -dj++&] 
--c-we-(“+Y)‘[A+y-cY-d~] =O. (3.5) 
If ,@ = E,, then (3.5) becomes 
A2 + yh - cre-(“+Y)‘[ A + y] = 0, (3.6) 
that is, 
(A + MA) = 0, 
where f(A) = A -Lye- (A+y)‘. Since f(0) < 0 and f(m) = 00, there exists A, > 0 such that f(A,) = 
0; so the characteristic equation (3.6) has a positive root. Thus we proved the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. (0, 0) is unstable. 
As we can see from Theorem 3.1, the case when system 
equilibrium is not robust, since a small change in the parameters 
positive equilibrium or the case of two equilibria. Therefore, we 
case when system (3.1) has two positive equilibria El? = (x,*, 
Concerning E,, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.5. E, is unstable. 
(3.1) has only one positive 
would lead to the case of no 
will only concentrate on the 
y”), i = 1, 2, with yz >yT. 
Some information about the stability of E, can be obtained by taking 7 > 0 either very large 
or very small. In the case when 7 is large, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.6 If Py > c-wd and r is sufficiently large, then E, is asymptotically stable. 
In the case when T > 0 is small, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.7 If /?y > a(c + :d) and T > 0 is sufficiently small, then (3.1) has two positive 
equilibria: E,(xT, yT), E, = <x,*, y,*>. E, is asymptotically stable and E, is unstable. 
4. Discussion 
In this paper we have considered a model of species growth with stage structure incorporat- 
ing terms which may be interpreted as net effects one stage upon the other. In particular, we 
are able to interpret the net effects as cooperation in one case and cannibalism in another. We 
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were able to carry out a stability analysis of the equilibria and to show by a numerical example 
that in the case of cannibalism, a Hopf bifurcation could occur. 
The models considered here should be viewed as a first attempt to portray net effects of 
cooperation and cannibalism in continuous population models with stage structure. Clearly 
more complicated net effect terms are called for in the next models. In particular, one should 
incorporate the effects of cooperation and cannibalism into the survival of immatures to 
maturity, and the effect of the time delays on the cooperation and cannibalism. These would 
certainly lead to more complicated models and will be considered in a future paper. 
The case of competitive net effects was not discussed in this paper, since certain complica- 
tions arise, which suggest hat this case should also be discussed in a separate paper. 
Appendix A. Proofs of the main results in Section 2 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. When d = 0, by (2.21, E” = (a*e-?l - e-“>/(yB + (YcePyT), aePYT/B>. 
Therefore from (2.7) (replacing E by E*) we have 
A = y + cgePyT + 2aePy7, D = aeey’, 
Eq. (2.6) (at d = 0 and i =E*) then becomes 
A* + y + cCYeeYr + 2aepy' A + A + cYeeYT (2aepY7) 
i P i i P i 
= ae-YTe--h7 
i 
h+y+cEepY’ , 
P 1 
which can be factorized as 
( A + y + Fe_“i(* + 2aepy’ - ae-Y7e--hT) = 0. 
Thus, 
A+y+C(YeP Y7 = 0 or A + 2Qe-Y7 - (ye-YTe-A7 = 0. 
P 
In either case, we can easily show that Re(hl < 0. 
Next, let Q,(d) = B* - D*F* and Q*(d) =A* - 2B -D*. Then (2.10) becomes 
v4 + Q2(d)v2 + Q,(d) = 0. 
Moreover, 
W) 
Q,(O) = ( y + c~eeYT)*4(aew”)’ - (aepyi)*( y + ciepyT)* 
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+ 4(nePY’)* - 4a y + cycPyT ePyT - (aemYT)* 
( P i 
= .y +CEepyr 
i 1 
2 
P 
+ 3(aeeY’)* > 0. 
Since Q,(d) and Q*(d) depend continuously on d, we can find a constant d, > 0, depending on 
(Y, p, c, y and T, such that QJd) > 0 and Q,(d) > 0 for 0 <d Cd,. This implies that (A.0 has 
no real solution u. As a result, the characteristic equation (2.6) has no purely imaginary root 
whenever 0 < d < d,. On the other hand, we have shown that if d = 0, then all solutions of (2.6) 
have negative real parts. Hence, all solutions of (2.6) have negative real parts, provided 
O<d<d,. q 
In order to prove Theorem 2.3, we need several technical lemmas. 
Lemma A.l. Assume that r < ln(3)/y. If d > maxId,, d,), then (2.10) (at E = E*) has a unique 
positive solution v = v(d), where 
d = 3ace-Y’--y 
-M+&i?TE 
’ (3ePyr - l)(~ ’ 
d, = 
2P ’ 
P = (r*(l - e-Y’)(3e-Y’ - l), 
M = (;Y( acePy7 - Py)(3ePY’ - 1) - a(3acePY’ - Py)(l - ePyT), 
G = 4apycePY’ + 3(acePy’)* +p*y*. 
Proof. Using the second equation of (2.21, we get (at ,!? = E”) 
B = (y + cy*)(2py* - py* + cuePy’) + y*( -c-ud + cj3y* - ace-YT) 
= ycxe -y7 + (Py - crd)y* - 2pcy**. 
Therefore, from (2.31, it follows that 
B = ycye-y’ + (Py-ad)y* +2yae-Y’+2[cae-Y’-py+da(l -e-y’)]y* 
= 3cYye my’ + [ crd - Py + 2ae -y’(c - d)] y**. 
This implies that 
B - DF = 2aye-Y’ + [ cYd(1 - emY’) + acemy’ - By] y* 
and 
B + DF = 4cxyepy’ + [ ad(1 - 3ePY’) + 3aceeY’ - my] y*. 
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Using the second equation in (2.4) and the second equation in (2.21, we get 
B - DF = 2ayePy’ + (py* - c.ue-“)(y + cy*) + (acePy7 - py)y* 
= PcY*~ + ayePy’ > 0. 
Moreover, since 7 < ln(3)/y, we have 3emY’ > 1. Therefore, if d > d,, then 
ad(1 - 3ewY’) + 3acePy7 - Py < 0. 
This shows that, provided d > d,, B + DF < 0 if and only if 
Y” > 
4ayePY’ 
cYd(3e- yr - 1) + Py - 3aceeY7 ’ 
That is, by (2.4), B + DF < 0 if and only if 
‘+ ,,T > ad(3e-“_8~~~~_3ace-“’ (A4 
We note that if d > d,, then d, is real and positive. We now claim that if d 2 d,, then 
8ayepY’ 
ad(3e- y7 - 1) + Py - 3acePy7 
,<8, 
so that (A.2) is satisfied. In fact, by (2.5), 
8czye-Y7 
ad(3e- y7 - 1) + Py - 3aceeyT 
<8 
if and only if 
8aye-Y’ 1 
crd(3e- y7 - 1) + Py - 3czcePy’ 
G -[ece-yT- 
PC 
Py + ad(1 - ePY’)], 
which is equivalent to (under the assumption d > d,) 
a2(1 - e-Y’)(3e-Y’ - l)d2 
+ [ a(3e- y’ - l)(acePY’ - PT) - cr(3acePY’ - Py)(l - epYT)]d 
- 8apycepY7 - (3acepY’ - py)(cyce-Y’ - /37) 2 0, 
that is, Pd, + Md - G & 0. Therefore, if d > d,, (A.21 holds. 
Hence, we have shown that if d > maxid,, d2}, then B - DF > 0 and B + DF < 0. Thus, 
B2 - D2F2 < 0 and (2.10) has a unique positive solution u = u(d). 0 
Lemma A.2. Assume that r < ln(2)/y. Then for sufficiently large k, there exists d, = 2kv/(&) + 
o(k) such that the characteristic equation (2.6) has a pair of purely imaginary roots + iad,, where 
6 was defined in (2.12). 
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Proof. First of all, we consider the asymptotic form of u = u(d) as d + 03. By a direct 
computation using (2.4), (2.9, (2.7) and (2.101, we have 
y* = $(l - eWY’)d + o(d), X” = t(l - e-YT) + o(l), 
A = E(B +c)(l - ePY’)d + o(d), 
B = $1 - emYT)(l - 2e-Y’)d2 + o(d2), 
F = - E(l - ePy’)d2 + o(d2), 
(y4 B2_-2F2= _- 
(PC)’ 
(1 - e-Y’)3(3e-Y7 - l)d4 + o(d4), 
A2-2B-D2= &(l - e-YT)[(p + c)‘(l - ePYT) + 2pc(2emY’- l)]d2 + o(d2), 
Gw 
u2= -;((A’-2B-D2)- (A2-2B-D2)2-4(B2-D2F2)) =a2d2+o(d2). 
Therefore, 
U = 6d + o(d). 
It follows that there exists k, > 0 such that for all k > k,, we can pick d,, such that 
~(d,,) = 2kT/r. Clearly, d,, = 2kT/(h) + o(k), sin(u(d,,)7) = 0 and cos(u(dlk)T) = 1. If we 
define (cf. the second equation of (2.11)) 
Q(d) :=Au(d) - D[ u(d)cos(u(d)T) -F sin(u(d)r)], 
then 
WM) =A+M -DW,J 
= E(p + c)(l - epY’)Gd$ - ae-yr6dlk + o(k) > 0, 
for k sufficiently large. Similarly, there exists k, > 0 such that for all k a k,, we can find d,, 
such that zXd,,) = 2kn/T + ~/(27). Therefore, d,, = 2kT/(T6) + o(k), sin(u(d,,)r) = 1, 
cos(u(d,,T) = 0 and 
Q&J =AGk) +DF 
= -$a + c)(l - epY’)6d$ + ae-yT[ - $1 - e-y’)dz, 
1 
+ o(k2) 
= $(p +c)(l- ePYT) S - 
( 5) 
dzk + o( k2) < 0, 
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for k sufficiently large, since, by (2.12), 
262 = &(l - e-Y’)4(pc)2(l - e-YT)(3e-Y’ - 1) 
X 
ii] 
(p + ~)~(l - ePYT) + 2pc(2ePY’ - 1)12 + 4(/3~)~(1- e-Y’)(3e-Y’ - 1) 
+ [(p + c)‘(l - ePYT) + 2@(2e- y7 - l)])jl 
a2 
-(l- ePYT) 
2( pc)“( 1 - e-YT)(3e-Y’ - 1) 
G (W2 (p + ~)~(l - ePYT) + 2pc(2ePY’ - 1) 
2CY2 2cu2ePy7 
G (p + c)’ 
(1 - e-Y’)(3e-Y’ - 1) < 
(P + c)” ’ 
that is, 
aeey7 
6< p+c ’ 
Since Q(d) is continuous in d, there exists d, E (d,,, d,,) such that Q(dk) = 0. Thus, for 
d = d,, f iu(d,) is a pair of purely imaginary roots of (2.6). 0 
Lemma A.3. Let A(d,) = u(d,) + iu(d,) be a solution of (2.6) such that u(d,) = 0 and 
v(d,) = 6d, + o(k), as given in Lemma A.2. Then u’(d,) # 0 for sufficiently large k. Here ’ 
denotes differentiation with respect to d. 
Proof. By way of contradiction, we suppose that u’(d,) = 0. By differentiating the first equation 
of (2.8) with respect to d, we get 
- 2~’ + B’ = D[ F’ cos( UT) - U’TF sin( UT) + U’ sin( ur) + UU’T cos( UT)] 
Av 
F’ COS( UT) + U’ Sin( UT) + L”TD 
I 
= D[ F’ COS( UT) + u’ Sin( UT)] + U’TAU 
at d = d,. Similarly, by differentiating the second equation of (2.81, we obtain 
A’u +Av’ = D[ U’ COS(UT) - UU’T sin(UT) -F’ Sin(UT) - FU’T COS(VT)] 
[ 
B-v2 
= D U’ cos( UT) - F’ sin( UT) - U’T7 
I 
=D[ u’ COS(UT) -F’ sin(uT)] + (u’ - B)u’T 
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at d = d,. Therefore, 
( 
[2u+A~r+D sin(u7)]u’=B’-DF’ cos(u~), 
[A -D COS(UT) - (U2--B)T]d = -DF’ Sin(uT) -A’U, 
from which it follows that 
A -D COS(UT) - (U'-B)T DF’ Sill(W) +A’U 
2u +AUT +D sin(uT) = DF’ COS(UT) -B’ ’ 
On the other hand, from (2.91, we obtained 
COS( UT) = 
F(B -u’) +Au2 u(B - u”) - FAv 
Il[P+zP] ’ 
sin( UT) = 
II(P+LP) * 
Therefore, as d + ~0, we get 
FAv 
Sin(UT) = - s + o(1) = - & + o(1) 
= -4P + 41 - e-TVW) 
-crevY’cy(l - epyT)/(pc) 
+ o(l) = cp + c)6 
aepy7 + 41) 
and 
F(B - u’) B-U2 
COS(UT) = DF2 + o(1) = F + o(1) 
= 
a2(1 - epyT)(l - 2eeY’)/(/3c) - a2 + o(l) 
aepY7[ -_(y(l - e-Y7)/(Pc)] 
= ti2+ (2e- Y7 - l)(l - e-Y%“/W + o(l) 
cx2epy’(l - eMy’)/( Pc) 
Noticing that 
A’ = $(p + c)(l - eeY7) + o(l), 
B’ = $(l - epy7)(1 - 2e-Y’)d + o(d), 
G-w 
F’= - E(l - epY’)d + o(d), 
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we have that the right-hand side of (A.4) equals 
(ye-Y7 _ 2”(1 _ e-YT)d 
[ I (P + 46 Pc ae--y7 + $(@ + c)(l - ePY’)Gd + o(d) 
X -ae-Y’2a(l _ e-Y')d 
i 
a2 + (2e- y7 - l)(l - ePYT)a2/(Pc) 
Pc (y2e--yT( 1 - e-“)/( pc) 
2ff2 
-- 
PC 
( 
= (p + c)cy(l - ePYT) 
2&3c 
+ o(1) > 0 
and the left-hand side of (A.4) equals 
1 
-1 
1 - ePYT)( 1 - 2ePY’)d + o(d) 
b’ -e + o(l) = B - u* - (2epY' - l)(l - ePyT)a2/(pc) - 6* - 
AU7 
7 + o(1) = 
CX( p + c)( 1 - e-Y’)S/( pc) 
+ o(1) < 0. 
This is contrary to (A.4). Therefore, u’(d,) # 0. q 
Proof of Theorem 2.3.. With the above technical lemmas, Theorem 2.3 is an immediate 
consequence of the Hopf bifurcation theorem for retarded functional differential equations 
developed by Nussbaum [12,13] (see also [2,5]). •I 
Appendix B. Proofs of the main results in Section 3 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let (x*, y*) be a positive equilibrium of (3.1). Since y* > 0, from the 
second equation of (3.2) we obtain 
P aepyT 
X *_ xy*-- d . W) 
Subtracting the product of the second equation of (3.2) with cy* from the product of the first 
equation of (3.2) with d, we get 
- rdx* - adepyry* + ady* - ace-yry* + PcY*~ = 0. 
It follows that 
ad(1 - eaYT) aepY’ 
-- 
PC 
p Y*. I 1 P4 
Let r1 (respectively T2) denote the graphs of (B.2) (respectively (B.l)) on the y*-x*-plane. 
Then r1 is a parabola and r2 is a straight line. We are interested in the points of intersection 
(there are at most two) of r, and r2 in the first quadrant. 
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Clearly, r, intersects the y*-axis at (aePYT//3, 0). By equating the X” from (B.l) and (B.2), 
we get 
crd(1 - ePYT) 
-- 
PC 
that is, 
aY 
Y 
*2 - ay* + -e-Y’ = 0, 
PC 
(B.3) 
where 
ad 
u=:+f(c+d)epYT-z. 
c 
We can solve (B.3) and obtain the two roots 
y* = +[u f ti], 
where A is the discriminant, given by 
since p = a - 2{aye-y’/(@)}‘/2. 
Clearly a positive equilibrium for (3.1) corresponds to a root y* = k of (B.3) with k > 
aemyT/p. 
If p < 0 and a > 0, then A < 0 and (B.3) has no real root. If p < 0 and a < 0, then any real 
root of (B.3) must be nonpositive. Hence, in any case, (3.1) has no positive equilibrium, 
provided p < 0. 
Next we consider the case when p > 0. In that case, A > 0 and (B.3) has two real solutions 
*_I 
Yl -291, 
*_I 
Y, - $72, 
where q1 and q2 were defined in (3.3). The corresponding X*‘S are given by: 
Clearly, qz > ql. Therefore, if q1 > 2aePyT/P, then XT, xz > 0. Consequently, (3.1) has two 
positive equilibria (x7, yT) and <x,*, y;). 
On the other hand, if q1 < 2ae_Y’/P, then XT G 0; so that (XT, yT) is not a positive 
equilibrium for (3.1). Therefore, if in addition q2 > 2cye -y7/p, then (3.1) has a unique positive 
equilibrium, namely, (xz , y,*). Similarly, if qz < 2ffe -y’/p, (3.1) has no positive equilibrium. 
Finally, in the case p = 0, q1 = q2 = 2{aye-y’/(pc)}1/2. Therefore, if q1 > 2ae_Y’/P, (3.1) 
has a unique positive equilibrium. But if q1 G 2cze -y’//3, (3.1) has no positive equilibrium. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 3.3. If By # cyc and 7 = 0, then 
P' 
PY+ac--&Gz = (/E-q’ >. 
PC PC 
, 
py+ac IPY-4 
41 = pc - pc ’ cl* = 
py+ac + IPY-4 
PC PC * 
(B.4) 
Therefore, if Py > cyc, then q1 = 2a/P < q2 = 2y/c. By Theorem 3.1, (3.1) has one positive 
equilibrium. Similarly, if Py < cyc, then q1 = 2y/c < 2a/P = q2. Again, by Theorem 3.1, (3.1) 
has no positive equilibrium. 
Next, 
d 
GP = 
7=0 
-z(c+d)+yf$ 
2pp’+ 4p~~&7@G7 - 2PY&7m 
;ql~~=o=pr-y~ - 2\lp(p+4/=) 
-z(c+d)- 
(fly +cK)P’/(Pc) -PYy’oly/o 
= 
I PY - ac l /(PC) 
-z(c+d)- (PY + 4P - PY$Gw = 
IPY --cl 
= -z(c+d)- lPyYacl [(Pr+ac)(E-$(c+d)) -P&E-]. 
If Py > cyc, then 
d 
p1 = r=O -Z(c+4+ pyyac$(C+d)(PY+ac) 
- py:ac [(PY +ac,E -Pmq 
2ac (Yy 
y = Py-cKjz(C+d)- py-cwc [ fiy;ac -P]:clypc 
so that 
e 
d 
7=0 
= Y411,=0 + p1 
T=o 
2QY 
= - + ,,;;Yac) (c +d) - p;y;c = ,(;yc) > 0. 
P 
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Hence, if 7 > 0 is sufficiently small, we have 
2a 
that is, 
2a 
q1 > peeY’. 
P 
Therefore, by Theorem 3.1, (3.1) has two positive equilibria. 
If Py < (YC, we can similarly show that 
d 
e-YT_ eYT 
dr ( Y)I 
2a2yd 
2 r=O = P(Py - ac) 
<o. 
Again, by Theorem 3.1, (3.1) has no positive equilibrium. •i 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. Let f(h) denote the left-hand side of (3.5) evaluated at E = E,. Then 
f(m) = ~0 and 
f(0) = (cyz - 7)(&z - 2py;) - dy,*(a + cxz) - aepY’(y - cy; - dyz). 
Recall that 
irk; = py,* - aeVy’ 
by (3.2); therefore, 
f(0) = [ cyz - y] [ -py,* - ae-Yr] - dyz a + gyg - yepYT 
[ 1 - aepY7[ y - cyz - dyz] = -2pcyt2 + yz [ /3y - ad + a(c + d)epy’] 
a(c + d) 
e-YT 
PC 
= -2pcy;[y; -&]. 
Since ytJ is the larger root of (B.3), yEJ > $2 and hence f(O) < 0. Therefore, there exists 
A, > 0 such that f(h,) = 0. This implies that the characteristic equation (3.5) has a positive root 
and therefore E, is unstable. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.6. The characteristic equation (3.5) evaluated at l? = E, can be rewritten as 
A2 + AA + B + (CA + D)eeyr = 0, 
where 
A = 2PyT + y - cy; - dxT = (p - c)yT + y + aePY7, 
B = [cyT - y] [dxr - 2pyT] - dyT[a + cxT] = (Py - ad)yT - 2/3cyT2 + ayemy’, 
C = -ae-Y’, D = --aeeY’[ y - (c + d)yT]. 
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We also note that 
Thus, we have the following asymptotic expressions: 
a= Pr-ad Py-c.ud 
PC 
+ $ (c + d)eeY’ = 
PC 
+ O(evyT), 
YT = 
ffY 
Pr-ad 
epyT + o(epY’) 
and 
A = y + O(e-Y’), B = 2ayepy7 + o(emYT), 
C= --eye-Y’, D = -ayeey7+ o(epYT). 
Therefore, if Q- is sufficiently large, we have 
A>O, B > 0, 
B* - D2 = 3(ayepy’)* + o(e-2y’) > 0, 
AB - CD = 2ay2e-yT + o(epYT) > 0, 
A2 - C* - 2B = y* + o(1) > 0. 
Therefore, by a result in [3], all roots of (3.5) have negative real parts. Consequently, E, is 
asymptotically stable. q 
Proof of Theorem 3.7. Since By > (YC, by Theorem 3.3, (3.1) has two positive equilibria: E, and 
E,. E, is always unstable by Theorem 3.5. It remains to show that E, is asymptotically stable. 
As in the proof of Theorem 3.6, the characteristic equation (3.5) at E, can be written as 
h* +AA + B + (CA + D)emY’ = 0, 
where 
A = (/3 - c)yT + y + ae-YT, B = (Py - ad)yT - 2pcyT* + aye-Y7, 
C = --(ye-V, D = -aemyr[ y - (c + d)yT]. 
Note that by (B.41, as T + O+, 
yT = +ql = ; + o(l), 
so that 
A=2a!+ py-crc +o(l)>O, 
P 
B = F [By - a(c + id)] + o(1) > 0, 
c = -a + o(l), D = - ;[ Py - a(c + d)] + o(1). 
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Consequently, 
197 
B2-D2= g[2py-2a(c+$q+PY-a(c+d)] 
x [2P7 - 2a(c + id) -P-y + a(c + d)] + o(1) 
= ~[Pr-~(r+jd)][PY-cK] +0(1)>0, 
AB-CD= 
> 
= 
and 
i 
2a+ PY-ac 2ff 
P 1 $py -a(c + fd)] - f p MY - + + 41 + 41) 
; [4py - 4a(c + $I) -By + a(c + d)] + o(1) 
+ly-a(c+ jd)] +0(1)>0 
A2-C2-2B= 2a+ “y,ac]2-a2- $[py-ac-_:ad] +o(l) 
> ;[py-ac-pyfac+:ad] +o(l)>O. 
Therefore, again by a result in [3], all roots of (3.5) have negative real parts and E, is 
asymptotically stable. 0 
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